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Abstract— This paper proposes a discussion on decisions to be made in order to choose the business location, signalling that 
approach might be different in case of small businesses (as compared to large companies) as well as in the case of service 
businesses, in particular small businesses active in hospitality industry (food and drink shops). Based on several observations 
as well as impact factors consideration, the author underlines that success of service businesses (usually located in densely 
populated urban and/or well-known touristic areas) might depend on other factors than simply location. The paper conclusions 
and implications are equally important for theorists as well as entrepreneurs, small business owners and owner-managers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
According to Porter, the financial success of a 
company within its industry (i.e. its profitability is 
above that industry average figure) depends on two 
types of competitive advantage this company might 
achieve, respectively: low cost or differentiation [1]. If 
the competitive advantage is achieved on the long run 
then the company success is sustainable, based on 
sustainable competitive advantage. Combining the 
competitive advantage and the competitive scope 
(large or narrow), three generic strategies emerge [2]: 
cost leadership, differentiation, and focus strategies. 
Note that focus strategy may be cost focus or 
differentiation focus (as result of a two-by-two 
strategy matrix). Criticizing the popular by-then 
SWOT analysis – as lacking rigor from scientific 
standpoint – Porter has also developed the Five Forces 
Model (suppliers, buyers, substitution products, 
existing competitors within industry, and new entrants 
[3], [4]), known as microenvironment (industry 
environment) since.  

Along years, Porter’s theory of five forces enjoyed 
both extensions ([5], [6]) as well as critiques: Coyne 
and Subramaniam [7] argue that the five forces theory 
is based on questionable assumptions (as suppliers, 
buyers, and competitors are acting independently). 

Recognizing the importance of strategy as path to 
success, Mintzberg identifies ten “schools of thought 
for strategy formation” [8]. However, even a 
prestigious academic, he acknowledges, based on his 
sound consulting practice, that rigid strategic plans do 
not work in the business practice. 

Aware of the new millennium challenges, Kim and 
Mauborgne have developed the Blue Ocean theory on 
strategy [9:x]: “Blue ocean strategy challenges 
companies to break out of the red ocean of bloody 
competition by creating uncontested market space that 
makes the competition irrelevant. Instead of dividing 
up existing – and often shrinking – demand and 
benchmarking competitors, blue ocean strategy is 
about growing demand and breaking away from 

competition.” Having the value innovation as core 
concept, Kim and Mauborgne change the rigid 
classical strategic planning framework and move the 
focus on customer satisfaction, demand, and 
continuous innovation. Blue Ocean strategy is, 
actually, closer to marketing strategies as seen in 
Kotler’s newer editions [10] rather than traditional 
strategic planning (which might still be appropriate for 
large companies). 

Whereas the research on success key-factors of 
large companies has offered significant results in 
seminal books – as Norton and Kaplan’s [11] or 
Collins ([12], [13]) – the literature on small business is 
rather limited. However, the impact of technology is 
largely acknowledged – either directly or indirectly 
(technology accelerators or other types of support 
services). New business models are “reinvented”, 
focusing on “customer value proposition” [14] and the 
roles of innovation and intellectual property are 
largely acknowledged ([15]–[18]). 

The famous Austrian American economist Joseph 
Schumpeter has made a case that innovation and 
technological change come from entrepreneurs; he 
coined the word Unternehmergeist, the German word 
for entrepreneurial spirit as "the doing of new things or 
the doing of things that are already being done in a 
new way” [19]. The Schumpeter’s theory on 
entrepreneurship and his view that entrepreneurship is 
actually innovation was emphasized in many recent 
studies ([20], [21]). Peter Drucker [22] also reckons 
the organic link between innovation and 
entrepreneurship. 

The “entrepreneurial myth” [23] was revisited 
almost a decade later [24], and, as recently as 2014, the 
serial entrepreneur Peter Thiel emphasized the role of 
start-ups in “building the future” [25]. 

Most authors dealing with entrepreneurship and 
small business development admit that location is 
important for the start-ups to succeed ([26]–[28]). 

Consequently, choosing the business location for a 
start-up is a key-decision, even during the preparatory 
stage of the business planning [29]. Thus, the title of 
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this paper contains somehow a rhetorical question: on 
one side, the company strategy is organically linked to 
the business location; on the other, the common 
knowledge (sometimes “the common knowledge” is 
supported by nothing else than simple but deep-rooted 
mind-sets) says that “location is everything: location, 
location, and location”.  

Even so, this paper brings on some counterintuitive, 
practical examples that contradict the common 
knowledge; they demonstrate that, besides location, 
there are other factors that make the business 
successful. 

The remaining of this paper is organized in two 
main sections: (II) Right location for a small business 
in any industry; and (III) Differences between 
different service businesses competing in the same 
industry, in the same location. 
 
II. BUSINESS LOCATION AND THE 
IMPORTANCE OF URBAN PLANNING 
 
In spite of its criticality, the issue of decisions linked to 
the business location, is brought – at its best – in case 
of start-ups and small business management [26:341]: 
“In a start-up situation, or at a critical point of a 
business, the location and type of premises becomes 
an important decision. The owner-manager has to 
answer some critical questions” – as: Where is the 
business to be located? What types of premises are 
needed? Are the right premises available? 
[26:342–343] The next example presents the problem 
from the opposite side (the owner of the facility who is 
looking to let it). 

Example 1. Bucharest, Romania, mid 90s: A 
landlord owns a small apartment in a central quarter, 
suitable for small business activity, free to let. During 
a period of about three years, a number of different 
types of small businesses have rented the apartment, 
and, unfortunately, all of them failed because of small 
number of clients. Eventually, a medical doctor has 
opened there her dentistry business, and this business, 
finally, proved to have enough clients and be 
successful! A follow-up research on the history of that 
location (interviewing the venerable neighbours) 
uncovered the fact that there, before the second world 
war (i.e. before the communist “intermission”) a 
similar dentistry business was active as well. 

 
The case presented in Example 1 made the author 

think about possible generalization, in that specific 
situation of relatively crowded urban areas: exploring 
a database of more than one hundred clients of a 
business development centre, he has identified other 
five examples of small businesses (shoe-repairing 
shop; restaurant; lawyer’s office; retailer of 
construction materials; tailor’s) that proved to be 
successful in the same locations – where quite similar 
businesses successfully operated before the war 
(confirmed by interviewing elderly neighbours or their 
heirs). 

Apart of other numerous non-confirming cases, the 
five positive cases shared a common feature related to 
location: there were old buildings (more-or-less 
remodelled and/or renovated) positioned in urban 
zones that did not suffered major urban construction or 
demolition works during communist period. 

Conclusion: the dynamic process of establishing a 
small business in a convenient location (i.e. enjoying a 
sufficient population density to be converted into 
significant demand) is a result of supply-and-demand 
economic mechanism, influenced by a number of 
external factors [30]–[32]. The urban planning 
considers these factors when new residential areas 
and/or office space are developed. 

Arguments to sustain this conclusion are presented 
in Example 2: the names of the streets in large and 
relatively old cities that still keep their middle-age 
names – related to by-then, looked-for occupations. 
Large population and high density allow 
concentrations of similar businesses in same area 
(even on the same street). 
 
Example 2. Several traditional names of the streets, in 
old quarters of Bucharest, Romania: Cavafi 
[Shoe-makers]; Şelari [Saddlers]; Covaci 
[Blacksmiths]; Căldărari [Pail-makers]; Şepcari 
[Tailors]; Blănari [Fur-coat makers]; Mătăsari 
[Silk-traders]; Orzari [Barley-traders]; Făinari 
[Flour-traders]; Zarafi [Money-traders], etc. 

Similar examples could be found in other old cities 
as well (in London there are: Butcher Row; Baker St.; 
Market St.; Food Market; Trader Rd., etc.) 

 
III. WHAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE WITHIN 
THE SAME SERVICE INDUSTRY? 
 
If the previous section has spectacularly explained the 
pattern of successful pairs {business, location}, the 
urban planning hardly explains the curious situations 
presented in Figures 1–3, where same type of 
businesses, in the same location, at the same point in 
time, have totally opposed results (abundance of 
clients versus lack of clients) ultimately leading to 
different business results: success and, respectively, 
failure. The four cases presented in the four pictures 
refer to a particular type of service business, namely 
food and drink shops. They are among the most recent 
ones, picked from a larger collection of such 
photographs, taken in different large cities or touristic 
places with large population density and/or population 
flow, situated in different countries; the exposed 
phenomenon is general. 

The astonishing differences cannot be explained by 
impact of external factors – as presented in previous 
section; they are the results of internal factors, have 
inner business reasons. Not surprisingly, in-depth 
observations and interviews reveal deficiencies related 
to business low efficiency, poor quality of de service, 
lack of interest for innovation, and low customer 
responsiveness. 
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Figure 1. Adjoining restaurants in Turin, Italy, on May 29, 2017 

 

 
Figure 2. Adjoining restaurants in Turin, Italy, on June 1, 2017 

 

 
Figure 3. Adjoining restaurants in Turin, Italy, on June 4, 2017 
 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND 
FUTURE RESEARCH AVENUES 
 
The examples given in this provoking paper highlight 
the idea that decisions on business location are of 
critical importance for small businesses to succeed. 
Unfortunately, there are scores of factors that 

influence the location decision; yet, fortunately, the 
urban planning principles as well as new 
heat-mapping software and GIS-type technologies are 
of definite help in this respect. 

In addition, the service industries whose locations 
are the very point of client contact and service delivery 
(as hospitality industry in general and, in particular, 
food and drink shops) are impacted by softer factors 
that can make the difference between business success 
and failure. The observed results are in line with Hill 
and Jones [33] who state that companies build 
competitive advantage through functional-level 
strategies, aiming at achieving superior efficiency, 
superior quality, superior innovation, and superior 
customer responsiveness. In this respect, in-depth 
further research on influencing factors might be an 
attractive future research avenue. 
 
This particular behaviour of service businesses active 
in hospitality industry might be explained by their 
position in the service process matrix [34:33], 
characterized by high degree of interaction and 
customization, and low degree of labour intensity. A 
challenging path for future investigation might be to 
find out if similar types of businesses (as for-profit 
hospitals) present analogous tendencies. 

The paper conclusions and implications are 
important for both theorists [35]–[37] as well as 
entrepreneurs, small business owners and 
owner-managers – helping them to make appropriate 
location decisions, mostly in hospitality industry 
(specifically regarding locations of food and drink 
shops). In addition, existing entrepreneurs could 
improve the quality of their services, to better satisfy 
their customers (by actively observing the competitors 
in the neighborhood). 
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